INFORMATION BROKERS
USE INFORMATION SCIENTISTS

INFORMATION PROFESSIONALS
USE INFORMATION SCIENTISTS

INFORMATION SCIENTISTS
SN Individuals who study the behaviour of information or those who undertake the process of managing or providing information
UF INFORMATION BROKERS
INFORMATION PROFESSIONALS
INFORMATION SPECIALISTS
KNOWLEDGE BROKERS
RT LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE
RESEARCH

INFORMATION SPECIALISTS
USE INFORMATION SCIENTISTS

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
SN The use of modern communication and computing technologies to create, manage, and use information
NT DVD TECHNOLOGY
RT ONLINE CATALOGUES

INTERLIBRARY LOANS
UF ILL

INTERNET
RT WEBSITE DESIGN

JOURNALS
UF SCHOLARLY JOURNALS
BT SERIALS
RT RESEARCH

KNOWLEDGE BROKERS
USE INFORMATION SCIENTISTS

LCC
USE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CLASSIFICATION

LEARNING RESOURCE CENTRES
USE MEDIA CENTRES

LIBRARIES
NT ACADEMIC LIBRARIES
CHILDREN'S LIBRARIES
DIGITAL LIBRARIES
MEDIA CENTRES
PUBLIC LIBRARIES
SMALL LIBRARIES
RT ARCHIVING
LIBRARY ACQUISITION
REFERENCE SERVICES

LIBRARY ACQUISITION
RT LIBRARIES
LIBRARY POLICY

LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE
SN Study of the properties of information; specifically its generation, systematic collection, organization, communication, preservation, storage and use.
UF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION STUDIES
LIBRARY SCIENCE
LIS
RT DISCOURSE ANALYSIS
INFORMATION SCIENTISTS
LIBRARY SCHOOLS
RESEARCH

LIBRARY AND INFORMATION STUDIES
USE LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE

LIBRARY HISTORY
RT ANTIQUITIES
CATALOGUE CARDS

LIBRARY INSTRUCTION
UF BIBLIOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTION
RT REFERENCE SERVICES

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CLASSIFICATION
UF LCC
BT CLASSIFICATION

LIBRARY POLICY
RT LIBRARY ACQUISITION
MISSION STATEMENTS
SCHOOL MEDIA CENTRES
USE MEDIA CENTRES
SENIOR CITIZENS
USE OLDER ADULTS
SENIORS
USE OLDER ADULTS
SERIALS
NT JOURNALS
NEWSPAPERS
SMALL LIBRARIES
BT LIBRARIES
STANDARDS
SN Any criteria established by law, agreement, or custom, by which levels or degrees of adequacy, acceptability, quantity, quality, or value are measured or judged
RT LIBRARY POLICY
STATISTICS
RT RESEARCH
STORY READING
USE STORYTELLING
STORY TIME
USE STORYTELLING
STORYTELLING
UF STORY READING
STORY TIME
RT CHILDREN'S LIBRARIES
TODDLERS
RT CHILDREN'S LIBRARIES
FATHERS
MOTHERS
UK
USE UNITED KINGDOM
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
RT ACADEMIC LIBRARIES
UNITED KINGDOM
UF UK
BT PLACES
NT BRITAIN
USER STUDIES
RT RESEARCH
VIDEO PROGRAMS
USE VIDEO RECORDINGS
VIDEO RECORDINGS
UF VIDEO PROGRAMS
WEBSITE DESIGN
RT INTERNET